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Feature selection (attribute reduction) from large-scale incomplete data is a challenging problem in
areas such as pattern recognition, machine learning and data mining. In rough set theory, feature
selection from incomplete data aims to retain the discriminatory power of original features. To address
this issue, many feature selection algorithms have been proposed, however, these algorithms are often
computationally time-consuming. To overcome this shortcoming, we introduce in this paper a theoretic
framework based on rough set theory, which is called positive approximation and can be used to
accelerate a heuristic process for feature selection from incomplete data. As an application of the
proposed accelerator, a general feature selection algorithm is designed. By integrating the accelerator
into a heuristic algorithm, we obtain several modiﬁed representative heuristic feature selection
algorithms in rough set theory. Experiments show that these modiﬁed algorithms outperform their
original counterparts. It is worth noting that the performance of the modiﬁed algorithms becomes more
visible when dealing with larger data sets.
& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Feature selection, also called attribute reduction, is a common
problem in pattern recognition, data mining and machine learning. In recent years, both the number and dimensionality of items
in data sets have grown dramatically. For examples, tens, hundreds, and even thousands of attributes are stored in many realworld application databases [1–3]. It is well known that attributes
irrelevant to recognition tasks may deteriorate the performance
of learning algorithms [4]. In other words, storing and processing
all attributes (both relevant and irrelevant) could be computationally very expensive and impractical. To address this issue, as
pointed out in [5], some attributes can be omitted, which will not
seriously affect the resulting classiﬁcation (recognition) accuracy.
Therefore, the omission of some attributes could be not only
tolerable but also even desirable relative to the computational
costs involved [6].
In feature selection, there are two general strategies, namely
wrappers [7] and ﬁlters. The former employs a learning algorithm
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to evaluate the selected attribute subsets, and the latter selects
attributes according to some signiﬁcance measure such as information gain [8], consistency [9], distance [10], dependency [11],
and others. These measures can be divided into two main
categories: distance-based measures and consistency-based measures [5]. Attribute reduction in rough set theory offers a
systematic theoretic framework for consistency-based feature
selection, which does not attempt to maximize the class separability but rather attempts to retain the discerning ability of
original features for the objects from the universe [12,13].
Generally speaking, one always needs to handle two types of
data, viz, those that assume numerical values and symbolic
values. For numerical values, there are two types of approaches.
One relies on fuzzy rough set theory, and the other is concerned
with the discretization of numerical attributes. In order to deal
with hybrid attributes, several approaches have been developed
in the literature [12,14–21]. In classical rough set theory, the
attribute reduction algorithm takes all attributes to be symbolic
values. After preprocessing original data, one can use classical
rough set theory to select a subset of features that is most suitable
for a given recognition problem.
Feature selection based on rough set theory starts from a data
table, which is also called an information system and contains
data about objects of interest that are characterized by a ﬁnite set
of attributes. According to whether or not there are missing data
(null values), information systems are classiﬁed into two
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categories: complete and incomplete. In general, by an incomplete information system, we mean a system with missing data
(null values) [22,23]. For an incomplete information system, if
condition attributes and decision attributes are distinguished
from each other, then it is called an incomplete decision table.
Feature selection from incomplete data usually starts from
incomplete decision tables.
In the last two decades, many techniques for attribute reduction have been developed in rough set theory [25–29]. Especially
£ in order to obtain all attribute reducts of a given data set,
Skowron proposed a discernibility matrix method [30]. However,
these feature selection algorithms are usually time-consuming to
process large-scale data. Aiming at efﬁcient feature selection,
many heuristic attribute reduction algorithms have been developed in rough set theory, cf. [5,19,31–37]. Each of these algorithms preserves a particular property of a given information
system. To accomplish attribute reduction from incomplete decision tables, similar to the discernibility matrix proposed by
Skowron, Kryszkiewicz gave a generalized discernibility matrix
to obtain all attribute reducts of an incomplete decision table [24].
To efﬁciently obtain an attribute reduct, several heuristic attribution reduction approaches have been presented [38–41]. For
convenience of our further development, we review several
representative heuristic attribute reduction algorithms in the
context of incomplete data here. Applying the idea of positiveregion reduction, Yang and Shu proposed a heuristic feature
selection algorithm in incomplete decision tables, which keeps
the positive region of target decision unchanged [39]. Liang et al.
deﬁned new information entropy to measure the uncertainty of
an incomplete information system [23] and applied the corresponding conditional entropy to reduce redundant features [38].
Qian and Liang [40] presented the combination entropy for
measuring the uncertainty of an incomplete information system
and used its conditional entropy to obtain a feature subset. As
Shannon’s information entropy was introduced to search reducts
in classical rough set model [34], an extension of its conditional
entropy also can be used to calculate a relative attribute reduct of
an incomplete decision table. However, the above algorithms are
still computationally time-consuming to deal with large-scale
data sets.
In this study, we will not consider how to discretize numerical
attributes and construct a heuristic function for feature selection.
Our objective is how to improve computational efﬁciency of a
heuristic attribute reduction algorithm in the context of incomplete data. A brief version of this work has been published in the
literature [42]. In this extended version, we propose a new rough
set framework, which is called positive approximation in incomplete information systems. The main advantage of this approach
stems from the fact that this framework is able to characterize the
granulation structure of an incomplete rough set using a granulation order. Based on the positive approximation, we develop a
common accelerator for improving computational efﬁciency of a
heuristic feature selection, which provides a vehicle of making
rough set-based feature selection algorithms faster. By incorporating the accelerator into each of the above representative
heuristic attribute reduction algorithms, we obtain their modiﬁed
versions. Numerical experiments show that each of the modiﬁed
algorithms can choose the same feature subset as that of the
corresponding original algorithm while greatly reducing computational time. Furthermore, we would like to stress that the
improvement becomes more visible when the data sets become
larger.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some basic concepts
are brieﬂy reviewed in Section 2, which include incomplete information systems, incomplete rough set model, incomplete variable
precision rough set model and partial relations. In Section 3, we
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establish a positive approximation framework in incomplete information systems and investigate some of its main properties.
In Section 4, by analyzing the rank preservation of several representative signiﬁcance measures of attributes, a general algorithm
based on the positive approximation is ﬁrst introduced, and a series
of experimental studies are then conducted, which focus on comparison of computational efﬁciency and stability of the selected
attributes. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with some remarks
and discussions.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will review several basic concepts such as
incomplete information systems, tolerance relation and partial
relation. Throughout this paper, we suppose that the universe U is
a ﬁnite non-empty set.
An information system is a pair S ¼(U,A), where U is a nonempty ﬁnite set of objects, A is a non-empty ﬁnite set of
attributes, and for every a A A, there is a mapping a, a: U-Va ,
where Va is called the value set of a.
It may happen that some of attribute values for an object are
missing. To distinguish such a situation from the other, a so-called
null value, denoted by , is usually assigned to those attributes. If
Va contains a null value for at least one attribute a A A, then S is
called an incomplete information system; otherwise it is a
complete one [24].
Let S ¼(U,A) be an information system and P D A an attribute
set. We deﬁne a binary relation on U as follows:
SIMðPÞ ¼ fðu,vÞ A U  Uj 8a A P, aðuÞ ¼ aðvÞ

or aðuÞ ¼ 

or aðvÞ ¼ g:

In fact, SIM(P) is a tolerance relation on U. The concept of a
tolerance relation has a wide variety of applications in classiﬁcaT
tion. It can be easily shown that SIMðPÞ ¼ a A P SIMðfagÞ: Let SP ðuÞ
denote the set fv A Ujðu,vÞ A SIMðPÞg. SP ðuÞ is the maximal set of
objects which are possibly indistinguishable by P with u. Let
U=SIMðPÞ denote the family sets fSP ðuÞju A Ug, which is the
classiﬁcation or the knowledge induced by P. A member SP ðuÞ
from U=SIMðPÞ will be called a tolerance class or an information
granule. It should be noticed that the tolerance classes in
U=SIMðPÞ do not yield a partition of U in general. They form a
S
cover of U, i.e., SP ðuÞ a| for every u A U, and u A U SP ðuÞ ¼ U.
Let S ¼(U,A) be an incomplete information system, X a subset
of U, and P DA an attribute set. In the rough set model, based on
the tolerance relation [24,43], X can be characterized by SIMðPÞX
and SIMðPÞX, where
(
SIMðPÞX ¼ [ fY A U=SIMðPÞjY D Xg,
SIMðPÞX ¼ [ fY A U=SIMðPÞjY \ X a |g:
There are two kinds of attributes for a classiﬁcation problem.
Each of them can be characterized by a decision table S ¼ ðU,C [
DÞ with C \ D ¼ |, where an element of C is called a condition
attribute, C is called a condition attribute set, an element of D is
called a decision attribute, and D is called a decision attribute set.
Assume the objects are partitioned into r mutually exclusive crisp
subsets fX1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xr g by the decision attribute set D. Given any
subset P DC and the tolerance relation SIMðPÞ induced by P, one
can then deﬁne the lower and upper approximations of the
decision attribute set D as
(
SIMðPÞD ¼ fSIMðPÞX1 ,SIMðPÞX2 , . . . ,SIMðPÞXr g,
SIMðPÞD ¼ fSIMðPÞX1 ,SIMðPÞX2 , . . . ,SIMðPÞXr g:
S
Let POSP ðDÞ ¼ ri ¼ 1 SIMðPÞXi , which is called the positive
region of D with respect to the condition attribute set P.
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To formulate the variable precision rough set model, Ziako [44]
used the relative degree of misclassiﬁcation function c and the
granule-based deﬁnition of approximation. Using the approximating method of the variable precision rough set model, we will
introduce an incomplete variable precision rough set framework
for more ﬂexible feature selection. Let S¼(U,A) be an incomplete
information system, X a subset of U, and P D A an attribute set.
Given a threshold b A ½0,0:5, X is approximated by SIMðPÞ b X and
b
SIMðPÞ X, where
8
< SIMðPÞ b X ¼ fujDðSP ðuÞ,SP ðuÞ \ XÞ r b,u A Xg,
: SIMðPÞ b X ¼ fujDðS ðuÞ,S ðuÞ \ XÞ r 1b,u A Ug::
P
P
Unlike the classical variable rough set model, the proposed
incomplete variable rough set model has the property that
b
SIMðPÞ b X D X D SIMðPÞ X.
Assume the objects are partitioned into r mutually exclusive
crisp subsets fX1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xr g by the decision attribute set D. Given
any subset P D C and the tolerance relation SIMðPÞ induced by P,
one can then deﬁne the lower and upper approximations of the
decision attribute set D as
8
< SIMðPÞ b D ¼ fSIMðPÞ b X1 ,SIMðPÞ b X2 , . . . ,SIMðPÞ b Xr g,
: SIMðPÞ b D ¼ fSIMðPÞ b X ,SIMðPÞ b X , . . . ,SIMðPÞ b X g::
r
1
2
Similar to the deﬁnition of positive region in the incomplete
rough set model, we come to the deﬁnition of positive region of a
S
variable rough decision as POSbP ðDÞ ¼ ri ¼ 1 SIMðPÞb Xi , which is
called the b-positive region of D with respect to the condition
attribute set P. Using the b-positive region, one can construct a
new heuristic function for feature selection from incomplete data
in the context of variable rough set framework.
Let S ¼(U,A) be an incomplete information system. We deﬁne a
partial relation $ (or kÞ on 2A as follows [23,45]: we say that Q is
coarser than P (or P is ﬁner than Q), denoted by P$Q (or Q kPÞ, if
and only if SP ðui Þ D SQ ðui Þ for iA f1,2, . . . ,jUjg. If P$Q and P a Q , we
say that Q is strictly coarser than P (or P is strictly ﬁner than Q)
and denoted by P!Q (or Q gPÞ. In fact, P!Q 3for
i A f1,2, . . . ,jUjg, it follows that SP ðui Þ D SQ ðui Þ, and there exists
j A f1,2, . . . ,jUjg such that SP ðuj Þ  SQ ðuj Þ.

of Pi-positive approximation of X as
8
i
>
< Pi ðXÞ ¼ [ SIMðPk ÞXk ,
k¼1

>
: P ðXÞ ¼ SIMðP ÞX,
i
i
where X1 ¼ X
i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,n.

and

Xk ¼ X

Sk1

j¼1

Pj ðXj Þ

for

k ¼ 2,3, . . . ,i,

Deﬁnition 1 shows that a target concept can be approached by
the change of the lower approximation Pi ðXÞ and the upper
approximation Pi ðXÞ.
In order to illustrate the essence that positive approximation is
mainly concerned with the change of the construction of the
target concept X (tolerance classes in lower approximation of X
with respect to P) in incomplete information systems, we can
redeﬁne P-positive approximation of X by using tolerance classes
on U. Therefore, the structures of P-lower approximation PðXÞ and
P-upper approximation PðXÞ of P-positive approximation of X can
be represented as follows:

/P ðXÞS ¼ fSPi ðuÞ j SPi ðuÞ DXi ,ir n,u A Ug,/PðXÞS ¼
fSPn ðuÞ j SPn ðuÞ \ X a |,u A Ug,
S
where X1 ¼ X, Xi ¼ X i1
k ¼ 1 SIMðPk ÞXk for i ¼ 2, . . . ,n, and /  S
denotes the structure of a rough approximation.
In the following, we show how positive approximation in an
incomplete information system works through an illustrative
example.
Example 1. Suppose that S ¼ ðU,AÞ is an incomplete information
system with U ¼ fu1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u4 ,u5 ,u6 g, P,Q D A are two attribute
sets, X ¼ fu1 ,u2 ,u3 ,u5 ,u6 g, SIMðPÞ ¼ ffu1 ,u2 g,fu1 ,u2 g,fu2 ,u3 g,fu3 ,u4 ,
u5 g,fu4 ,u5 ,u6 g,fu4 ,u5 ,u6 gg, SIMðQ Þ ¼ ffu1 g,fu2 g,fu3 g,fu4 ,u5 g,fu4 ,u5 g,
fu5 ,u6 gg. Obviously, PkQ holds. Hence, we can construct a
granulation order (a family of tolerance relations) P ¼ fP,Q g,
where P1 ¼ fPg and P2 ¼ fP,Q g. Computing the positive approximation of X with respect to P, we obtain that
/P1 ðXÞS ¼ ffu1 ,u2 g,fu1 ,u2 g,fu2 ,u3 gg,
/P1 ðXÞS ¼ ffu1 ,u2 g,fu1 ,u2 g,fu2 ,u3 g,fu3 ,u4 ,u5 g,fu4 ,u5 ,u6 g,fu4 ,u5 ,u6 gg,
/P2 ðXÞS ¼ ffu1 ,u2 g,fu1 ,u2 g,fu2 ,u3 g,fu5 ,u6 gg,
/P2 ðXÞS ¼ ffu1 g,fu2 g,fu3 g,fu4 ,u5 g,fu4 ,u5 g,fu5 ,u6 gg:

3. Positive approximation in incomplete information systems
For a given incomplete data set, a cover induced by a tolerance
relation provides a granulation world for describing a target
concept. Therefore, a sequence of granulation worlds stretching
from coarse to ﬁne granulation can be determined by a sequence
of attribute sets with granulations from coarse to ﬁne in the
power set of attributes, which is called a positive granulation
world. If the granulation worlds are arranged from ﬁne to coarse,
then the sequence is called converse granulation worlds.
In this section, we introduce a new set-approximation method
called positive approximation to incomplete information systems
and investigate some of its important properties, in which a target
concept is approximated by a positive granulation world. These
concepts and properties will be helpful for understanding the
notion of a granulation order and set approximation under a
granulation order in the context of incomplete data.

The target concept X is described by using the granulation order
P ¼ fP,Q g.
In practices, a granulation order on an attribute set can be
appointed by users or experts or built according to the signiﬁcance of each attribute. In particular, in an incomplete decision
table, some certain/uncertain decision rules can be extracted
through constructing the positive approximation of a target
decision.
Deﬁnition 2. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table,
P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with P1 kP2 k    kPn ,
and U=D ¼ fX1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xr g a decision (partition) on U. A lower
approximation and a upper approximation of D related to P are
deﬁned by
(
PD ¼ fPðX1 Þ,PðX2 Þ, . . . ,PðXr Þg,
PD ¼ fPðX1 Þ,PðX2 Þ, . . . ,PðXr Þg:

Deﬁnition 1. Let S ¼ ðU,AÞ be an incomplete information system,
X D U, and P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with
P1 kP2 k    kPn ðPi A 2A Þ. Given Pi ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pi g, we deﬁne
Pi-lower approximation Pi ðXÞ and Pi-upper approximation Pi ðXÞ

In this paper, PD is also called the positive region of D with
respect
to
the
granulation
order
P,
denoted
by
Sr
POSU
P ðDÞ ¼
k ¼ 1 PðXk Þ.
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Theorem 1. Let S ¼(U,A) be an incomplete information system, X a
subset of U and P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with
P1 kP2 k    kPn (Pi A 2A Þ. Then, for i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,n, given that
Pi ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pi g, we have
U

U
iþ1
POSU
Pi þ 1 ðDÞ ¼ POSPi ðDÞ [ POSPi þ 1 ðDÞ,

where U1 ¼ U and Ui þ 1 ¼ UPOSU
Pi ðDÞ.
This theorem shows that a given target decision can be
positively approximated by using granulation orders on the
gradually reduced universe, which leads to the idea of the
accelerator proposed in this paper for improving the computational performance of a heuristic attribute reduction algorithm.
In what follows, we investigate the form of positive approximation in the incomplete variable rough set framework. According to the deﬁnition of positive approximation in Deﬁnition 1, we
deﬁne b-positive approximation in an incomplete information
system as follows.
Deﬁnition 3. Let S ¼ ðU,AÞ be an incomplete information system,
X D U and P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with
P1 kP2 k    kPn ðPi A 2A Þ. Given that Pi ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pi g, we deﬁne
Pbi -lower approximation Pi b ðXÞ and Pbi -upper approximation
b
Pi ðXÞ of Pbi -positive approximation of X as
8
i
>
< Pi b ðXÞ ¼ [ SIMðPk Þ b Xk ,
>
:

k¼1

b

b
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consideration, which are signiﬁcance measures of attributes,
search strategy and stopping (termination) criterion. However, the
existing heuristic attribute reduction algorithms are computationally
intensive which become infeasible in case of large-scale data. As
already noted, we do not reconstruct signiﬁcance measures of
attributes and design new stopping criteria, but improve the search
strategies of the existing algorithms by exploiting the proposed
concept of positive approximation in incomplete data.
4.1. Several representative signiﬁcance measures of attributes
For efﬁcient feature selection, many heuristic attribute reduction algorithms have been developed in the context of incomplete
data, see [38–41]. For convenience, we only focus on
two representative attribute reduction algorithms from
incomplete data.
Given an incomplete decision table S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ, one can
obtain the condition classiﬁcation U=SIMðCÞ ¼ fSC ðu1 Þ,SC ðu2 Þ, . . . ,
SC ðujUj Þg and the decision partition U=D ¼ fX1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xr g. In fact,
we can denote the decision partition by the tolerance class of
each object on the universe, that is U=SIMðDÞ ¼ fSD ðu1 Þ,SD ðu2 Þ, . . . ,
SD ðujUj Þg. Without loss of generality, let Xj ¼ fuj1 ,uj2 , . . . ,ujsj g, where
P
jXj j ¼ sj and rj ¼ 1 sj ¼ jUj. Then, the relationship between U/D and
U=SIMðDÞ is as follows:
Xj ¼ SD ðuj1 Þ ¼ SD ðuj2 Þ ¼    ¼ SD ðujsj Þ,

Pi ðXÞ ¼ SIMðPi Þ X,:

where X1 ¼ X
i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,n.

and

Xk ¼ X

Sk1

j¼1

Pj b ðXj Þ

for

k ¼ 2,3, . . . ,i,

Deﬁnition 4. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table,
P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with P1 kP2 k    kPn ,
and U=D ¼ fX1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xr g a decision (partition) on U. A lower
approximation and a upper approximation of D related to P are
deﬁned as
( b
P D ¼ fP b ðX1 Þ,P b ðX2 Þ, . . . ,P b ðXr Þg,
b

b

b

b

P D ¼ fP ðX1 Þ,P ðX2 Þ, . . . ,P ðXr Þg:
In this paper, P b D is also called the positive region of D
with respect to the granulation order P, denoted by
S
POSbPU ðDÞ ¼ rk ¼ 1 P b Xk .
Theorem 2. Let S ¼(U,A) be an incomplete information system, X a
subset of U and P ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pn g a family of attribute sets with
P1 kP2 k    kPn (Pi A 2A Þ. Then, for i ¼ 1,2, . . . ,n, given that
Pi ¼ fP1 ,P2 , . . . ,Pi g, we have
bU

POSbPUi þ 1 ðDÞ ¼ POSbPUi ðDÞ [ POSPi þi 1þ 1 ðDÞ,

jXj j ¼ jSD ðuj1 Þj ¼ jSD ðuj2 Þj ¼    ¼ jSD ðujsj Þj:
Using this relationship, one can equivalently redeﬁne the positive
region of an incomplete decision table by
POSC ðDÞ ¼ fu j SP ðuÞ DSD ðuÞ,u A Ug:
Given the above denotations, in what follows we review two
types of signiﬁcance measures of attributes.
Hu and Cercone proposed a heuristic feature selection algorithm, called positive-region reduction (PR), which keeps the
positive region of target decision unchanged [31]. Applying the
idea of positive-region reduction, Yang and Shu gave a heuristic
feature selection algorithm in incomplete decision tables (IPR),
which also keeps the positive region of target decision
unchanged [39]. In this algorithm, the signiﬁcance measures of
attributes are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 5. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B D C. 8a A B, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned as
Sig inner
ða,B,DÞ ¼ gB ðDÞgBfag ðDÞ,
1

where U1 ¼ U and Ui þ 1 ¼ UPOSbPUi ðDÞ.

where gB ðDÞ ¼ jPOSB ðDÞj=jUj.

This theorem indicates that through the proposed incomplete
variable rough set model, a given target decision also can be
positively approximated by using granulation orders on the
gradually reduced universe, which shows that idea of the accelerator proposed in this paper can be used to improve the
computational performance of a heuristic attribute reduction
algorithm in the context of incomplete variable rough set
framework.

Deﬁnition 6. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B D C. 8a A CB, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned
as

4. Feature selection based on the positive approximation
Feature selection based on rough set theory is about ﬁnding
some attribute subsets that have the minimal number of attributes and retain some special properties. To construct a heuristic
feature selection algorithm, three key issues should be taken into

Sig outer
ða,B,DÞ ¼ gB[fag ðDÞgB ðDÞ:
1
In [23], Liang et al. deﬁned information entropy to measure the
uncertainty of an incomplete information system and applied the
entropy to reduce redundant features. This reduction algorithm is
denoted here by ILCE. The conditional entropy used in the study
was deﬁned as
EðDjCÞ ¼

jUj
1 X
ðjSC ðui ÞjjSC ðui Þ \ SD ðui ÞjÞ,
2
jUj i ¼ 1

ð1Þ

where SC ðui Þ A U=SIMðCÞ and SD ðui Þ A U=SIMðDÞ. The corresponding
signiﬁcance measures are listed as follows.
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Deﬁnition 7. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B D C. 8a A B, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned as

Lemma 1. Let A,B,C,A0 ,B0 ,C 0 be six ﬁnite sets, where A0 ¼ A [ C and
B0 ¼ B [ C 0 . If A0 DB0 and C 0 \ ðA [ BÞ ¼ |, then A DB.

ða,B,DÞ ¼ EðDjBfagÞEðDjBÞ:
Sig inner
2

Lemma 2. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table, B D C
0
U 0
and U 0 ¼ UPOSU
If SU
and u0 A U 0 , then
B ðDÞ.
B[fag ðu Þ D SD ðu Þ
0
U0 0
SU0
B[fag ðu Þ DSD ðu Þ.

Deﬁnition 8. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B DC. 8a A CB, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned
as
Sig outer
ða,B,DÞ ¼ EðDjBÞEðDjB [ fagÞ:
2
In the incomplete variable rough set model, according to the ideas
of Deﬁnitions 5 and 6, we can design an algorithm using the
corresponding signiﬁcance measures for searching an attribute
reduct, which keeps the b-positive region of target decision
unchanged. In this algorithm, the signiﬁcance measures of attributes are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 9. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B D C. 8a A B, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned as
Sig inner
ða,B,DÞ ¼ gbB ðDÞgbBfag ðDÞ,
3
where gbB ðDÞ ¼ jPOSbB =ðDÞj=jUj.
Deﬁnition 10. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table
and B DC. 8a A CB, the signiﬁcance measure of a in B is deﬁned
as
ða,B,DÞ ¼ gbB[fag ðDÞgbB ðDÞ:
Sig outer
3
All the deﬁnitions above are used in a heuristic feature selection
algorithm to select an attribute from incomplete data. For a given
incomplete decision table, the intersection of all attribute reducts
is said to be indispensable and is called the core. Each attribute in
the core must be in every attribute reduct of the incomplete
decision table. The core may be an empty set. The two kinds of
signiﬁcance measures can be used to ﬁnd the core attributes. The
following theorem is of interest with this regard.
Theorem 3. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table and
a A C. If Sig inner
ða,C,DÞ 40 (D A f1,2,3gÞ, then a is a core attribute of S
D
in the context of type D.
In a heuristic feature selection algorithm, based on the above
theorem, one can ﬁnd an attribute reduct by gradually adding
selected attributes to the core attributes.
4.2. Rank preservation of signiﬁcance measures of attributes
As mentioned above, each of signiﬁcance measures of attributes provides some heuristics to guide the mechanism for
forward searching a feature subset. Unlike the discernibility
matrix, the time consumption of the heuristic algorithms has
been largely reduced. Nevertheless, these algorithms still could be
very time-consuming. To introduce an improved strategy for
heuristic feature selections, we concentrate on the rank preservation of the three signiﬁcance measures of attributes based on the
positive approximation introduced in an incomplete decision table.
For a clearer representation, we denote the signiﬁcance measure of an attribute by Sig outer
ða,B,D,UÞ (D A f1,2,3gÞ, which
D
denotes the value of the signiﬁcance measure on the universe
U; and we write the tolerance class induced by u with respect to B
on the universe U as SU
B ðuÞ.
Firstly, we investigate the rank preservation of the signiﬁcance
measure of attributes based on the dependency measure in
incomplete decision tables. To do it in a much clearer way, we
introduce the following two lemmas.

By using these two lemmas, one can prove the following
theorem of rank preservation with respect to the signiﬁcance
measure of attributes based on the dependency measure in
incomplete decision tables.
Theorem 4. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table, B D C
and U 0 ¼ UPOSU
8a,b A CB, if Sig outer
ða,B,D,UÞ ZSig outer
B ðDÞ.
1
1
outer
0
0
ðb,B,D,UÞ, then Sig outer
ða,B,D,U
Þ
Z
Sig
ð
b,B,D,U
Þ.
1
1
Secondly, we study the rank preservation of the signiﬁcance
measure of attributes based on Liang’s conditional entropy. To do
it, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table, B D C
and U 0 ¼ UPOSU
B ðDÞ. Then,
0
U 0
U 0
U0 0
U0 0
U0 0
0
0
jSU
B ðu ÞjjSB ðu Þ \ SD ðu Þj ¼ jSB ðu ÞjjSB ðu Þ \ SD ðu Þj,u A U :

From Lemma 3, one can get the rank preservation of the
signiﬁcance measure of attributes based on Liang’s condition
entropy in incomplete decision tables, which is as follows.
Theorem 5. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table, B D C
and
U 0 ¼ UPOSU
8a,bA CB,
if
Sig outer
ða,B,D,UÞ Z
B ðDÞ.
2
outer
outer
outer
0
Sig 2 ðb,B,D,UÞ, then Sig 2 ða,B,D,U Þ ZSig 2 ðb,B,D,U 0 Þ.
For feature selection in the incomplete variable rough set
framework, if b ¼ 0, we also can obtain the following rank
preservation result.
Theorem 6. Let S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ be an incomplete decision table, B DC,
outer
U 0 ¼ UPOSU
ða,B,D,UÞ Z
B ðDÞ, and b ¼ 0. 8a,b A CB, if Sig 3
outer
outer
0
0
Sig outer
ðb,B,D,UÞ,
then
Sig
ða,B,D,U
Þ
ZSig
ðb,B,D,U
Þ.
3
3
3
From Theorems 4,5,6, it is easy to observe that the sequence of
attributes selected in the process of feature selection will be kept
unchanged when reducing the lower approximation of positive
approximation in an incomplete decision table. This property can
be used to improve computational efﬁciency of a heuristic feature
selection algorithm, while retaining the same selected feature
subset from a given incomplete data set as its original version. If
we use the support vector machine (SVM) or the decision tree
method to construct a classiﬁer, then the same feature subset
selected must possess the same classiﬁcation accuracy. From
the viewpoint of classiﬁers, these attribute reduction algorithms
may lead to the overﬁtting problem as a decision tree does
when the tree has too long paths, which will weaken the generalization ability of classiﬁers induced by the attribute reducts
obtained. Hence, it is very desirable to solve the overﬁtting
problem of feature selection for learning a classiﬁer in
the framework of rough set theory. This issue will be addressed
in future work. As pointed out in the introduction part, this
study does not aim to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy of
a classiﬁer induced by an attribute reduct, but only focuses
on largely reducing computational time of original attribute
reduction algorithms. In fact, a heuristic algorithm with the
proposed accelerator will have the same classiﬁcation accuracy
as before.
Note that in the context of incomplete variable rough set
model, when 0 o b r 0:5, the sequence of attributes selected in
the process of feature selection may be changed in an incomplete
decision table. It can be understood by the deﬁnition of incomplete variable rough set, in which the used inclusion degree
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function is not monotonic. However, it is not disappointing from
the following two reasons:
(1) When the stop criterion of an accelerated feature selection
algorithm is satisﬁed, if the reduced universe is not an empty
set, then the attribute reduct obtained by the algorithm must
include the same features as those obtained by the original
algorithm and have the same approximating ability as that
obtained by the original algorithm. This is because the stop
Ui
U
criterion requires gbred
ðDÞ ¼ gbCUi ðDÞ and gbred
ðDÞ ¼ gbCU ðDÞ (see
Algorithm 2).
(2) If the reduced universe is equal to an empty set, then we must
have extracted a feature subset with the dependency degree
gbB ðDÞ ¼ ðjPOSbB ðDÞj=jUjÞ ¼ 1. In this situation, all objects in the
universe have been put in the lower approximation of the
target decision, hence the obtained feature subset has a much
better approximation ability than the original feature subset.
This does provide a satisfying and interesting feature subset
for a much better approximation.

4.3. Feature selection algorithms based on the positive
approximation
The objective of rough set-based feature selection is to ﬁnd a
subset of attributes which retains some special properties as the
original data without redundancy. In fact, there may be multiple
reducts for a given decision table. It has been proven that ﬁnding
the minimal reduct of a decision table is an NP hard problem. In
most applications, it is enough to ﬁnd a single reduct. Based on
the signiﬁcance measures of attributes, some heuristic algorithms
have been proposed in the literature, most of which are greedy
forward search algorithms. These search algorithms start with a
non-empty set, and keep adding one or several attributes of high
signiﬁcance into a pool each time until the dependence no longer
increases.
In a feature selection algorithm based on rough set theory, we
need to compute tolerance classes induced by the condition
attributes in an incomplete decision table. This process largely
affects computational time of an algorithm for feature selection.
In order to design an efﬁcient feature selection algorithm, we ﬁrst
give a fast algorithm for acquiring tolerance classes (QAATC) from
a given incomplete decision table, which is mainly based on the
idea of radix sorting algorithm. Its time complexity is
P
Pj1
OðjAjjUj þ jAj
jak jjVak jÞ, where jak j is the number of
j¼1
k¼1
objects with missing value  under attribute ak, and jVak j represents the number of values (is not equal to ) under attribute ak,
respectively. It is well known that rough set theory is mainly used
for knowledge discovery from symbolic data, in which the
number of values under each attribute is so small that it often
can be seen as a constant. Hence, the time complexity of the
algorithm is almost not affected by jVak j. In addition, the number
of objects with ‘‘’’ under each attribute often is also much
smaller, and its maximum value is jUj in one worst attribute that
can not provide any classiﬁcation information. Therefore, we can
further reduce the time complexity to
0
1
j1
jAj X
X
@
O jAjjUj þ
jak jjVak jA  OðjAjjUjþ jAj2 jUjÞ ¼ OðjAj2 jUjÞ:
j¼1k¼1

Hence, this algorithm will show its advantage for calculating
tolerance classes from large-scale incomplete data in which the
dimensionality has much smaller effect than the size of objects on
computational time. Taking into account the compactness of the
article, we omit the description of the algorithm here.
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From the discussion in the previous subsection, we obtain an
improved forward search algorithm based on the positive approximation and the fast algorithm for acquiring tolerance classes,
which is formulated as follows. In this general algorithmic framework, we denote the evaluation function (stop criterion) by
EF U ðB,DÞ ¼ EF U ðC,DÞ. For example, if one adopts Liang’s conditional entropy, then the evaluation function is EU ðB,DÞ ¼ EU ðC,DÞ.
That is to say, if EF U ðB,DÞ ¼ EF U ðC,DÞ, then B is said to be an
attribute reduct.
Algorithm 1. A general accelerated incomplete feature selection
algorithm based on the positive approximation (IFSPA)
Input: An incomplete decision table S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ;
Output: One reduct red.
Step1: red’|; //red is the pool to conserve the selected
attributes
Step2: Compute Sig inner ðak ,C,D,UÞ, k rjCj;
Step3: Put ak into red, where Sig inner ðak ,C,D,UÞ 4 0;// These
attributes form the core of the given decision table
Step4: i’1, R1 ¼ red, P1 ¼ fR1 g and U1 ’U;
Step5: While Ui a | and EF Ui ðred,DÞ a EF Ui ðC,DÞ Do
{Compute the positive region of positive approximation
POSU
Pi ðDÞ,
Ui ¼ UPOSU
Pi ðDÞ,
i’i þ1,
red’red [ fa0 g, where Sig outer ða0 ,red,
D,Ui Þ ¼ maxfSig outer ðak ,red,D,Ui Þ, ak A Credg,
Ri ’Ri [ fa0 g,
Pi ’fR1 ,R2 , . . . ,Ri g };
Step6: return red and end.

For feature selection from incomplete data in the incomplete
variable rough set framework, we can also modify a feature
selection algorithm using the b-positive approximation as
follows.
Algorithm 2. An accelerated incomplete feature selection algorithm based on the b-positive approximation (IFSPA-IVPR)
Input: An incomplete decision table S ¼ ðU,C [ DÞ and the
threshold b r 0:5;
Output: One reduct red.
Step1: red’|;//red is the pool to conserve the selected
attributes
ðak ,C,D,UÞ, kr jCj;
Step2: Compute Sig inner
3
Step3: Put ak into red, where Sig inner
ðak ,C,D,UÞ 4 0;
3
Step4: i’1, R1 ¼ red, P1 ¼ fR1 g and U1 ’U;
Ui
ðDÞ a gbCUi ðDÞ Do
Step5: While Ui a | and gbred
{Compute the positive region of positive approximation

POSbPUi ðDÞ,
Ui ¼ UPOSbPUi ðDÞ,
i’iþ 1,
red’red [ fa0 g, where Sig outer
ða0 ,red,
3
ðak ,red,D,Ui Þ, ak A Credg,
D,Ui Þ ¼ maxfSig outer
3
Ri ’Ri [ fa0 g,
Pi ’fR1 ,R2 , . . . ,Ri g };
Step6: return red and end.

To determine the time complexity for Algorithms 1 and 2 in the
following, we use the same framework. Computing the
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Table 1
The complexity description.
Algorithms

Step 2

Step 3

O ðjCj2 jUj2 Þ

Original one
IFSPA

O jCj2 jUj þ jCj

O ðjCjÞ

jCj j1
P
P

!

k¼1

These results together show that the time complexity of IFSPA is
as follows:
0
j1
jCj X
jCj
X
X
O@jCj2 jUjþ jCj
jak jjVak jþ
ððjCjiþ 1Þ2
j¼1k¼1

jUi jþ ðjCji þ1Þ

i¼1

j1
jCji
Xþ 1 X
j¼1

Constant

ðjCji þ 1Þ2 jUj2

jCj
P

O

ððjCji þ 1Þ2 jUi j þ ðjCji þ 1Þ

jCji
P
Pþ 1 j1

i¼1

signiﬁcance measure of an attribute Sig inner ðak ,C,D,UÞ is one of key
steps in IFSPA. The fast algorithm for computing tolerance classes
P
Pj1
has the time complexity OðjCjjUj þ jCj
jak jjVak jÞ, ak A C.
j¼1
k¼1
Hence, the time complexity of computing the core in Step 2 is
P
Pj1
OðjCj2 jUjþ jCj jCj
jak jjVak jÞ. In Step 5, we begin with the
j¼1
k¼1
core and add an attribute with the maximal signiﬁcance into the
set in each stage until a reduct is obtained, and this process is
called a forward reduction algorithm. To estimate the time
complexity of Step 5, we denote the number of objects with
missing value  under attribute ak and the number of values
(is not equal to ) under attribute ak on the universe U by jU
ak j and
jVaUk j, respectively. Hence, one can obtain that the time complexity
of Step 5 is given by
0
1
j1
jCj
jCji
X
Xþ 1 X
Ui A
i
O@
ððjCji þ1Þ2 jUi j þ ðjCji þ1Þ
jU
ak jjVak jÞ :
j¼1

jCj
P

O

Other steps
!

i¼1

OðjCjÞ

jak jjVak j

j¼1k¼1

i¼1

Step 5

1

Ui A
i
jU
ak jjVak jÞ :

k¼1

According to the analysis on time complexity of Algorithm
QAATC, the time complexity of IFSPA can be approximately
P
2
3
estimated as OðjCj3 jUj þ jCj
i ¼ 1 ððjCji þ 1Þ jUi j þðjCji þ 1Þ jUi jÞÞ.
However, the time complexity of a classical heuristic algorithm
P
2
2
is OðjCj2 jUj2 þ jCj
i ¼ 1 ðjCjiþ 1Þ jUj Þ. Obviously, the time complexity of IFSPA is lower than that of each of classical heuristic
attribute reduction algorithms for incomplete data. The proposed
accelerator may be a more reasonable choice for improving the
time complexity of feature selection from large-scale incomplete
data in which the dimensionality has much smaller effect than
the size of objects on computational time. Hence, one can draw
the conclusion that the general incomplete feature selection
algorithm based on the positive approximation (IFSPA) may
signiﬁcantly reduce the computational time for feature selection
from decision tables. To stress these ﬁndings, the time complexity
of each step in original algorithms and IFSPA is given in Table 1,
respectively.
4.4. Computational efﬁciency of algorithms
Many heuristic feature selection algorithms have been developed for incomplete data. The three heuristic algorithms mentioned in Subsection 4.1 are quite representative. The objective of
the following experiments is to show computational efﬁciency of
the proposed general framework for selecting a feature subset
from incomplete data. In what follows, we perform experimental
analysis on the classical incomplete rough set model and the
incomplete variable rough set model, respectively. Data used in
the experiments are outlined in Table 2, which were all downloaded from UCI Repository of machine learning databases.

j¼1

k¼1

!

Constant

Ui
i
jU
ak jjVak jÞ

Table 2
Data sets description.

1
2
3
4

Data sets

Samples

Features

Classes

Audiology.standardized
Soybean-large
Dermatology
Breast-cancer-wisconsin

200
307
366
699

69
35
34
9

24
19
6
2

4.4.1. Computational efﬁciency of algorithms based on the
incomplete rough set framework
In order to compare the two representative feature selection
algorithms (IPR and ILCE) with the modiﬁed ones, we employ in
this subsection four UCI data sets from Table 2 to verify the
performance of the modiﬁed algorithms in time reduction, which
are all symbolic data with missing values.
With regard to any heuristic feature selection algorithm for
incomplete data in rough set theory, the computation of tolerance
classes is the ﬁrst key step. For convenience of comparison, we
will use algorithm QAATC in this paper.
In what follows, we apply each of the original algorithms along
with its modiﬁed version for searching attribute reducts. To
distinguish the computational times, we divide each of the six
data sets into 20 parts of equal size. The ﬁrst part is regarded as
the 1st data set, the combination of the ﬁrst part and the second
part is viewed as the 2nd data set, the combination of the 2nd
data set and the third part is regarded as the 3rd data set, and so
on. These data sets are used to calculate the computational time
used by each of the original feature selection algorithms and the
corresponding modiﬁcations and to show it vis-a-vis the size of a
universe. These algorithms are run on a personal computer with
Windows XP, Pentium(R) D 3.4 GHz processor and 1.00 GB
memory.
In the sequence of experiments, we compare IPR (and ILCE)
with IFSPA-IPR (and IFSPA-ILCE) on the four real-world data sets
in Table 2. We show the experimental results in Figs. 1–6. In each
of these ﬁgures, the x-coordinate pertains to the size of the data
set (the 20 data sets starting from the smallest one), while the ycoordinate gives the computational time.
It is easy to see from Figs. 1 and 2 that the computational time
of each of these two algorithms usually increases with the
increase of the size of data. Nevertheless this relationship is not
strictly monotonic. For example, as the size of data set varies from
the 18th to the 19th in sub-ﬁgure (b) in Fig. 1, the computational
time decreases. One can also observe the same effect in subﬁgures (a) and (c) of Fig. 1 and sub-ﬁgure (b) of Fig. 2. Therefore,
one could envision that this situation must have occurred because
different numbers of features are selected.
From Figs. 1 and 2, we ﬁnd that the modiﬁed algorithms are
much faster than their original counterparts. Furthermore, the
differences become larger and larger when the size of the data set
increases. Owing to the rank preservation of signiﬁcance measures of attributes, the feature subset obtained by each of the
modiﬁed algorithms is the same as the one produced by the
original algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Times of IPR and IFSPA-IPR versus size of data. (a) Audiology.standardized, (b) soybean-large, (c) dermatology and (d) breast-cancer-wisconsin.

Fig. 2. Times of ILCE and IFSPA-ILCE versus size of data. (a) Audiology.standardized, (b) soybean-large, (c) dermatology and (d) breast-cancer-wisconsin.

4.4.2. Computational efﬁciency of algorithms based on the
incomplete variable rough set framework
In this subsection, we compare the feature selection algorithms without the accelerator (IVPR) with the modiﬁed one

(IFSPA-IVPR) in the incomplete variable rough set framework.
We will still employ those four UCI data sets from Table 2 to
verify the performance of the modiﬁed algorithm in time
reduction.
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Fig. 3. Times of IVPR and IFSPA-IVPR versus size of data (Audiology.standardized). (a) b ¼ 0, (b) b ¼ 0.1 and (c) b ¼0.2.

Fig. 4. Times of IVPR and IFSPA-IVPR versus size of data (Soybean-large). (a) b ¼ 0, (b) b ¼0.1 and (c) b ¼ 0.2.

Fig. 5. Times of IVPR and IFSPA-IVPR versus size of data (Dermatology). (a) b ¼ 0, (b) b ¼ 0.1 and (c) b ¼0.2.

Fig. 6. Times of IVPR and IFSPA-IVPR versus size of data (Breast-cancer-wisconsin). (a) b ¼ 0, (b) b ¼0.1 and (c) b ¼ 0.2.
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In the experimental analysis, to demonstrate the performance
improvement of the modiﬁed algorithm, we set the value of b to
vary from 0 to 0.2, that is b ¼ 0, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. We
report the experimental results in Figs. 3–6.
It can be seen from Figs. 3–6 that the computational time of
each of the two algorithms usually increases with the increase of
the size of data. Nevertheless this relationship is also not strictly
monotonic. For example, one can see this phenomenon from the
sub-ﬁgures (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 4. We also observe the same
effect from Figs. 3, 5 and 6. Therefore, one could envision that this
situation must have occurred because of different numbers of
features selected.
As shown in Figs. 3–6, the modiﬁed algorithms are consistently much faster than their original counterparts. Furthermore,
the differences become larger and larger when the size of the data
set increases. Although we cannot ensure the rank of attributes in
the process of feature selection remains unchanged, the feature
subset obtained by the modiﬁed algorithm has the following
properties: either the obtained feature subset has the same
approximation ability as that of the original one, which can be
ensured by the stop criterion in the modiﬁed algorithm; or the
obtained feature subset has a much better approximation ability
than the original one, in which all objects in the universe have
been put in the lower approximation of the target decision.
From the four ﬁgures, one can ﬁnd the phenomenon that the
proposed algorithm is able to maintain a steady increase in
processing time, whereas the original algorithm incurs an unexpected high surge in processing time. This phenomenon may
result from three possible reasons: (1) the accelerated algorithm
does take much smaller processing time when the universe is
gradually reduced; (2) since the original algorithm selects more
attributes than the modiﬁed algorithm on the same data set, their
processing time has a remarkable difference; and (3) the accelerated algorithm has put all objects in the lower approximation of
the target decision in the process of attribute reduction, so it can
save more processing time than the original one.
4.5. Stability analysis of algorithms
The stability of a heuristic feature selection algorithm determines
the stability of its classiﬁcation accuracy. The objective of experiments
in this subsection is to compare the stabilities of computational time
and feature selection of each of the modiﬁed algorithms with those
obtained when running the original algorithms. In the experiments,
we still use the four real-world data sets in Table 2.
In order to evaluate the stability of the feature subset selected
with 10-fold cross validation, we introduce several deﬁnitions
and necessary notations as follows. Let X1 ,X2 , . . . ,X10 be the 10
data sets coming from a given universe U. We use C0 to denote the
reduct induced by the universe U. The reducts induced by the data
set Xi will be denoted by Ci (1 ri r 10Þ, respectively. To measure
the difference between two reducts Ci and Cj, we use the distance
DðCi ,Cj Þ ¼ 1

jCi \ Cj j
:
jCi [ Cj j

Next we calculate the mean value of the 10 distances:

10 
1 X
jC \ C0 j
:
m¼
1 i
10 i ¼ 1
jCi [ C0 j
The standard deviation
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
10
u1 X
s¼t
ðDðCi ,C0 ÞmÞ2
10 i ¼ 1
is used to characterize the stability of the reduct result induced by
a heuristic feature selection algorithm for incomplete data. The
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lower the value of the standard deviation, the higher the stability
of the algorithm. Similarly, we also can use the standard deviation
to evaluate the stability of computational time.
As before, we use the same heuristic feature selection algorithms
along with their modiﬁcations. The results reported in Tables 3–5 are
obtained from applications of the 10-fold cross validation.
Table 3 reveals that IFSPA-IPR has a far lower mean computational time and standard deviation than the ones produced by the
original IPR. The IFSPA-IPR’s stability is the same as that reported
for the IPR. In other words, as an accelerator for feature selection,
the positive approximation can be used to signiﬁcantly reduce the
computational time of the algorithm IPR. The much smaller
standard deviation implies that the modiﬁed algorithm IFSPAIPR exhibits a far better robustness than the original IPR. We also
note that the modiﬁed algorithm has no effect on the stability of
reducts induced by the original algorithm (we obtained the same
attribute reduct on the same incomplete data set). The mechanism can be well interpreted by the rank preservation of the
signiﬁcance measures of attributes used in the algorithms IPR
and IFSPA-IPR (see Theorem 4). From Table 4, one can draw the
same conclusions.
From Table 5, it can be noted that IFSPA-IVPR has a far lower
mean computational time and standard deviation than the ones
produced by the original IVPR. In other words, as an accelerator for
feature selection, the positive approximation can be used to signiﬁcantly reduce the computational time of the algorithm IVPR. The
much smaller standard deviation implies that the modiﬁed algorithm
IFSPA-IVPR also exhibits a far better robustness than the original IVPR.
For the stability of attribute reducts, it can be seen that when the
threshold b ¼ 0, the IFSPA-IVPR’s stability is the same as that reported
for the IVPR. This conclusion can be ensured by Theorem 6 (rank
preservation theorem). From the theorem it is easy to see that the
sequence of attributes in the process of feature selection will be kept
unchanged when reducing the lower approximation of positive
approximation in an incomplete decision table. This property can
be used to improve computational efﬁciency of a heuristic feature
selection algorithm, while retaining the same selected feature subset
from a given incomplete data set. For other cases, the property may
not hold in the incomplete variable rough set framework, which is
because one may have extracted a much better feature subset with
the dependency degree of one in the process of feature selection.
From the deﬁnition of positive approximation and the corresponding accelerated algorithm, it follows that the stopping
criterion of each of accelerated feature selection algorithms
ensures that the feature subset selected has the same classiﬁcation ability as the original feature set, while each modiﬁed
algorithm has much smaller computational time. Hence, we think
that the idea of the accelerator (positive approximation) is
promising to be applied to other types of forward search feature
selection approaches based on measures like information gain,
distance, dependency and information entropy.

5. Conclusions
To overcome the limitations of the existing feature selection
schemes, a theoretic framework based on tolerance relations have
been proposed in this study, which is called the positive approximation and can be used to accelerate heuristic algorithms for feature
selection from incomplete data. Based on this framework, a general
heuristic incomplete feature selection algorithm (IFSPA) has been
presented. For feature selection from incomplete data, several representative heuristic algorithms in rough set theory have been modiﬁed. Each of the modiﬁed algorithms can choose the same feature
subset as the original one. Experimental studies pertaining to four UCI
data sets show that the modiﬁed algorithms can largely reduce
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Table 3
The stabilities of the time and feature selection of the algorithms IPR and IFSPA-IPR.
Data sets

IPR’s time

IFSPA-IPR’s time

IPR’s stability

IFSPA-IPR’s stability

Audiology.standardized
Soybean-large
Dermatology
Breast-cancer-wisconsin

72.28597 5.2078
34.29847 3.9632
43.028171.9503
12.5109 71.7053

17.2050 71.1261
10.89227 1.4842
15.62817 0.5176
4.46567 0.8354

0.26507 0.1393
0.2312 70.2071
0.2921 70.2293
0.0700 7 0.1552

0.2650 7 0.1393
0.2312 7 0.2071
0.2921 7 0.2293
0.0700 7 0.1552

Table 4
The stabilities of the time and feature selection of the algorithms ILCE and IFSPA-ILCE.
Data sets

ILCE’s time

IFSPA-ILCE’s time

ILCE’s stability

IFSPA-ILCE’s stability

Audiology.standardized
Soybean-large
Dermatology
Breast-cancer-wisconsin

37.9297 7 2.7544
18.9297 7 1.9388
34.4672 7 0.6046
39.0875 73.1274

21.0484 71.2110
12.2275 70.7403
24.4734 70.6038
25.9265 72.4856

0.1987 70.1071
0.1773 70.1364
0.2564 70.1803
0.07337 0.1171

0.1987 7 0.1071
0.1773 7 0.1364
0.2564 7 0.1803
0.0733 70.1171

Table 5
The stabilities of the time and feature selection of the algorithms IVPR and IFSPA-IVPR.
Data sets

b

IVPR’s time

IFSPA-IVPR’s time

IVPR’s stability

IFSPA-IVPR’s stability

Audiology.standardized

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2

77.78917 3.1100
77.34847 3.6537
77.25947 3.7293
42.37667 5.2753
48.91417 19.4519
94.95787 24.4370
39.62197 0.3885
40.55637 0.9885
47.62197 6.1172
23.3094 7 3.2563
24.02977 4.2501
24.67347 3.7963

31.9922 7 1.7034
31.2969 7 1.5882
30.1219 71.1077
21.8516 7 3.0888
21.6031 72.4870
20.1313 72.1082
24.2484 7 0.4813
23.5922 7 0.4280
23.1859 7 0.3763
15.6906 73.2757
10.3016 7 3.6133
9.8859 73.7257

0.26507 0.1393
0.24307 0.1407
0.24027 0.1759
0.36307 0.1940
0.3869 70.2251
0.1247 70.2422
0.2278 70.1991
0.3433 70.1220
0.3754 70.2024
0.0700 7 0.1552
0.07337 0.1172
0.2343 70.2185

0.2650 7 0.1393
0.1837 7 0.0923
0.1963 7 0.1526
0.3630 7 0.1940
0.3692 7 0.2079
0.4840 7 0.1371
0.2278 7 0.1991
0.2528 7 0.1840
0.5052 7 0.2870
0.0700 70.1552
0.1200 70.1833
0.1433 7 0.2914

Soybean-large

Dermatology

Breast-cancer-wisconsin

computational time of feature selection while producing the same
results or much better ones as those original algorithms. The results
show that the positive approximation is an efﬁcient accelerator and
can effectively select a feature subset from an incomplete data set.
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Proof. Similar to the proof in Theorem 4, it can be easily
proved. &
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